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MCMILLAN STRENGTHENS ITS TAX EXPERTISE BY WELCOMING
STEVEN SITCOFF TO OUR MONTRÉAL OFFICE
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McMillan LLP Montréal announced that Steven Sitcoff has joined the firm as a Partner in the Tax Group.

Steven brings over 25 years of experience in tax law, providing proactive and practical tax planning solutions to
domestic and international clients across a variety of sectors, including consumer products, retail, real estate,
financial services, and entertainment.

“Steven is a tremendous addition to the tax group and will offer sophisticated and specialized tax expertise to
our clients. Steven is a pragmatic and strategic tax practitioner who has the unique ability to make complex tax
concepts easily understandable,” commented Michael Friedman, Partner and Leader of McMillan’s Tax Group.

In addition to his well-rounded practice, Steven is repeatedly called upon for his unique expertise in private
aviation matters. Clients and aviation services firms regularly retain Steven to advise on tax-efficient acquisition
and ownership structures for aircraft, to review aircraft ownership structures and usage policies for tax risk, and
for representation in aircraft-related audits and tax disputes.

“I am very pleased to be welcoming another highly talented Partner to our office”, said Shari Munk-Manel,
Montréal’s Office Management Partner. She added, “Steven’s arrival will bolster our capability to deliver a full
suite of high value services to meet all our clients’ legal needs. We are looking forward to leveraging Steven’s
unique expertise in private aviation tax matters to expand the firm’s position in this niche market.”

Steven is a welcome addition to McMillan, deepening its expertise in Taxation law and its service offerings in
the aviation sector.

We invite you to contact Steven Sitcoff to learn more about this practice and the services offered by McMillan.
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